Pastor Kenny’s Move & Party Update
(9 June 2020)

A few dates to lock down on your calendar:

**June 15-19**: We are looking for a couple volunteers to help Kenny pack up the books in his EBC office into boxes. Please coordinate with Jeannie.

**Sunday, June 28**: Kenny’s last official day preaching at EBC ☹.

**Saturday, July 18 from 7 a.m. – 12 p.m.**: We need as many people as possible to load Kenny’s stuff into the moving trucks. Meet at their home.

**Saturday, July 18 from 5-8 p.m.**: Going away party at EBC for Kenny. Stay tuned for details.

**Sunday, July 19 from 1:30 p.m. – 6 p.m.**: We need as many people as possible to load Kenny’s stuff into the moving trucks. Meet at their home.

**Monday, July 20 from 7 a.m. – 12 pm.**: backup day for loading Kenny’s stuff onto trucks.

**EBC would like to help pay for Kenny’s move:**

We would like to raise $3500 to help pay for Kenny’s move (see budget below). FYI, it costs >$10K to have a professional movers do everything. If you would like to donate to this, please write a check out to EBC and put a sticky-note on the check that says “Kenny’s move”. I am sure monetary and/or physical help would be greatly appreciated by Kenny, Kaye and their family.
Moving Budget

- Two of largest U-Haul trucks and an auto transport: $1600
- Fuel: $400
- Hire 2 professional movers in Houston for 8 hours: $800
- Incidentals (boxes, food, fuel for Daniel’s family, misc.): $700

$3500

Tentative logistics of Kenny’s move

EBC & friends load their trucks on July 18-19 (see above). Daniel Thompson & family have offered to help them in Houston, TX. Kevin (Holly’s) & Daniel will drive the loaded U-Haul trucks to Houston. Professionally licensed movers will meet them in Houston and unload the trucks (see budget above). They will travel to Houston on Tuesday, July 21.

Thank you to the EBC family! It is a sad time to have Kenny, Kaye & Joe Warner moving to Texas, but an exciting time as they begin their new adventure! Please be in prayer that everything goes smoothly during this transition.